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Abstract This paper introduces a cellular automaton design of intersections and defines
rules to model traffic flow through them so that urban traffic can be simulated. The model
is able to simulate an intersection of up to four streets crossing. Each street can have a
variable number of lanes. Furthermore, each lane can serve multiple purposes at the same
time, like allowing vehicles to keep going straight or turn left and/or right. The model
also allows the simulation of intersections with or without traffic lights and slip lanes.
A comparison to multiple empirical intersection traffic data shows that the model is able
to realistically reproduce traffic flow through an intersection. In particular, car following
times in free flow and the required time value for drivers that turn within the intersec-
tion or go straight through it are reproduced. At the same time, important empirical jam
characteristics are retained.
Keywords Celular automata · urban traffic · vehicles · microscopic · models
1 Introduction and related Work
Vehicular traffic in urban networks is known to be more complex than highway traffic
because of additional influences like traffic lights, stopped vehicles, pedestrians or other
influences [1–3]. The situation is further complicated by the possibility of vehicles not
just to change lanes, accelerate or decelerate, but also turn directions at intersections. This
creates an interaction with the vehicles of different driving directions. Drivers that intend
to turn can be forced to decelerate because of crossing traffic which, combined with the
intentional interruption through traffic lights, creates vehicle queues [4]. These queues,
in turn, result in an uneven distribution of traffic over the system. Traffic can be saturated
(or even over-saturated) in front of intersections and sparse behind them.
In the past years, many models have been presented with the aim to describe and analyse
traffic in urban networks. Some of these models are highly complex and can simulate
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whole cities like the Manhatten model [5], or Transims [6]. The downside of these mod-
els is that they are created and calibrated specifically for the cities they simulate and an
adaption to different scenarios can be difficult. A more general model is called ARTIST
[7], which allows to use different car-following models, analyse and compare them. The
traffic model TRANSYT [8] can be used to analyse and then determine the optimum
fixed-time traffic signal settings. The model by Zhao et al. [9] is specialised on the sim-
ulation and analysation of pedestrians crossing the street under different circumstances
without a traffic light and through ongoing vehicular traffic flow. Lastly, the model IN-
TERGRATION [10] can be used to simulate specific intersections based upon a general
configuration, which is also the goal of this work but its calculation of velocities is only
based upon a macroscopic statistic. The focus in the following work will be placed on
cellular automata (CA) models like Brockfeld et al. inner-city model [11]. This model is
based on the Nagel-Schreckenberg-model (NaSch-model) [12] which is known as one of
the most simple CA-models for traffic flow. CA-models have the advantage that they can
realistically describe traffic flow statistics on a microscopic level, while they only require
the use of a small set of rules which facilitates an algorithmic implementation. Since the
publication of Brockfeld et al. inner-city model [11], multiple other models have been
presented. The most relevant of these models implement realistic rules for the motion
of turning for either the NaSch-model [12] or the brake light model [13]. Examples of
these urban models were presented in [14] and [3] where intersections are represented
as additional cells after every street section. An agent is only allowed to drive into these
additional cells if those are free of crossing flows. These models come with severe restric-
tions for network designs. The model in [3] for example is only able to reproduce one-lane
traffic in front of intersections. In [14] multi-lane traffic can be reproduced but every lane
leading into an intersection only serves one purpose (left-/right-turning or straight going
traffic). In reality, multiple lanes with multiple functions are possible. A more complex
simulation of intersections was presented in [15] or [16] which are able to reproduce traf-
fic on multiple lanes where agents can turn or go straight. The downside to both models
is the use of unrealistic high (infinitive) braking capacities and turning conflict resolving
through ”first come first serve” or the introduction of virtual impingements between the
conflict cells. Lastly, the model presented in [17] is able to reproduce multiple lanes from
which agents can turn or go straight. Furthermore, in this model agents can only turn left
if the next straight going vehicle is further away than 3.0 seconds based on its current
velocity. Through this, the influence of left-turning agents on multi-function lanes can be
analysed but the velocity of the turning agent itself is still not considered in the safety rule
due to an infinitive braking capacity.
Different from these models, this work aims to reproduce multi-lane traffic with a vari-
able number of lanes going in and out. It further presents a left-turning rule, where the
agent only turns if it does not interrupt the crossing straight going traffic flow. Lastly, the
model aims to simulate realistic single-vehicle dynamics through a limited deceleration
capacity.
Recently, a new CA-model by Lee et al. [18] (Lee-model) was introduced, in which
agents can at most decelerate with a maximum of D cells per time step instead of an infi-
nite deceleration potential like in the previous models. The model also introduces driver
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behaviour through which agents are able to drive closer to their leading vehicle than the
minimum safety distance, which can result in accidents. Through these two changes, the
model is able to reproduce car following times and traffic behaviour in synchronized traf-
fic [19] comparable to empirical findings. In [20] Pottmeier et al. (Pottmeier-model or
Pottmeiers extension) made small adjustments to the Lee-model through which accidents
are prevented, while still keeping the synchronized flow and realistic car following times.
Pottmeiers extension also introduced lane-changing rules to simulate two-lane traffic flow.
This paper now aims to adapt the Lee-model (with Pottmeiers adjustments) to urban traf-
fic, in order to create an urban city model with a realistic car following times and possible
synchronized traffic flow. Because of the finite braking capability, it is not always possible
for agents to stop in front of the additional intersection cells if other agents just entered
them. To adapt the Lee-model for urban traffic and to incorporate multiple lanes in front
of an intersection — with possible multiple purposes—, a new intersection design is to be
presented and additional rules are implemented.
To this end, first, we introduce the Lee-model and the modification made by Pottmeier are
explained in the following Sec. 2. Afterwards, we expand the CA by a two-dimensional
array in Sec. 3 to represent intersections and cells with important functions which are
specified. Based on this expansion, new rules are introduced in Sec. 4, which guide
vehicles past traffic lights and intersections in accordance with empirical data, so that
urban traffic can be simulated. In Sec. 5, we analyse deadlock situations based on these
rules and methods to prevent them are inserted in the model. Lastly in Sec. 6 we draw a
conclusion and an outlook on future work is given.
2 Lee et al. model and Pottmeiers extension
Before we introduce the new intersection design and the rules to simulate agents driving
through it, we will first shortly summarize the model by Lee et al. followed by Pottmeiers
extension.
2.1 The model by Lee et al.
The CA-model introduced by Lee et. al. in 2003 [18] allows the reproduction of realistic
car following times while also reproducing empirically found behaviour in synchronized
flow. Furthermore, the model introduced a maximum deceleration of D because of which
collision-free driving has to be realised through moderate driving instead of infinite brak-
ing capabilities. In order to prevent accidents, every agent has to calculate a safe speed
ct+1n where the agent n stops behind the vehicle in front even if this vehicle suddenly starts
braking. This is achieved by calculating ct+1n so that the following inequality is satisfied.
xtn +∆+
τ f (ct+1n )
∑
i=0




(vtn+1−D · i) (1)
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This inequality can be solved for ct+1n :
ct+1n ≤
xtn+1− xtn−∆+ vtn+1 · τl(vtn+1)







n )+ τ f (c
t+1
n )− τ2l (vtn+1)− τl(vtn+1)]
τ f (ct+1n )+1
(2)
Here, xtn is the position of the n th vehicle at time step t and vehicle n+1 represents the ve-





describe the number of time steps the respective vehicles need to decelerate until they
stop. ∆ is the minimal coordinate difference required between the two vehicles, so that
no accidents occur (i.e. at least the size of the length of the vehicle L). Because drivers
desire to drive as fast as possible, the maximum ct+1n (c̃
t
nt +1), which still satisfies equa-
tion Eq. 2, will be used. To reproduce synchronised traffic and low car following times
in free flow, agents need different behaviour depending on the local traffic situation. To
judge the situation, the agent not only looks at the preceding vehicle n+1 but also at n+2
and calculates a two-state variable γ tn based on their velocities. This way the agent judges
the situation optimistically (γ tn = 0) when it is not to be expect that the vehicle in front
will have to decelerate for any reason within the next time-step or defensive (γ tn = 1) if






0, for vtn ≤ vtn+1 ≤ vtn+2 or v2n+2 ≥ vSmax−1
1, else
(3)
Now, τ f ,τl, and ∆ have to change depending on γ tn . If the driver judges the situation
optimistically, ∆ will only be the length of the preceding vehicle L while τ f ,τl will be
lower than the complete time each agent needs to come to a stop. This means, that the
agent does not look if it is possible to stop in time before creating an accident but only
if a accident would be created in the next tsafe time steps. On the other hand, if the agent
does judge the situation defensive (γ tn = 1), then τ f ,τl will be the complete time frame the
vehicle needs to come to a standstill, while ∆ will be increased with an additional safety
gap gadd. The three variables will be calculated according to:
∆ = L+ γ tn max(0,min(gsafe,v
t
n−gsafe)) (4)
τ f (v) = γ tn
v
D




τl(v) = γ tn
v
D




The −1 in Eq. 5 the calculation for τ f accounts for the one second reaction time a driver
needs on average. c̃tnt +1 has to be calculated numerically every time step in such a way
that it also satisfies these three equations. The velocity calculation and movement of one
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agent can then be calculated according to:




c̃tnt +1 = max(c
t+1





n−D, c̃tnt +1) (9)
vt+1n = max(0,v
t






with a random delay according to
η =
{
1, if q < p
0, else
(12)
Here, q is a random value between zero and one. Eq. 7 ensures that stopped vehicles
dawdle with a higher probability than moving vehicle (slow to start rule [21]). The decel-
eration restriction is ensured in Eq. 9 and Eq. 10. This means that changes done to ct+1n
later on in Sec. 4 and Sec. 5 will not break the deceleration restriction. Lee et. al. found
the following parameter choices to be the best fit on empirical data: a = 1,D = 2,L =
5,vfast = 19, tsafe = 3,gadd = 4, p0 = 0.32, pd = 0.11,vslow = 5,vmax = 20 as well as the
length of a time step ∆t = 1 s and the cell length of ∆x = 1.5 m.
2.2 Pottmeiers extension
Pottmeier et al. [20] provide an extension to the Lee model that implements accident-free
multi-lane traffic into the model.
2.2.1 Accident-free traffic
To prevent accidents from occurring, Pottmeier et al. [20] introduced the brake light and
slightly changed Eq. 3. The brake light dtn is a boolean variable which shows whether









A check for the brake light of the leading n+2 vehicle, as well as harder restrictions for





0, for btn+2 = 0 and (v
t
n ≤ vtn+1 < vtn+2 or
(v2n+2 ≥ vSmax−1 and vtn− vtn+1 ≤ D))
1, else
(14)
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Due to the brake light, the change from vtn+1 ≤ vtn+2 to vtn+1 < vtn+2, and the addition
of vtn− vtn+1 ≤ D the behaviour was changed enough, so that no traffic accidents were
registered in 20 simulations over 60,000 time steps for different densities between 10 and
100 carskm . This means that even if accidents are possible, they are so unlikely that they are
statically not relevant.
2.2.2 Multi lane traffic model
The next step to simulate traffic is to add lane-changing rules, so that multi lane traffic
can be added. Traffic rules for asymmetrical lane changes were implemented and anal-
ysed [22] for highway traffic. Because in urban traffic lane changes are often dominated
by restrictions from turning or stopping vehicles, the following work will only use sym-
metrical lane changing rules as implemented in [23]. Originally, lane changes have to
be desired and possible for tlc = 3 seconds before a lane is changed, to ensure save lane
changes and adapt the empirical finding of an average lane changing time of 3 seconds
[24]. In the following, roads with more than two lanes will be simulated. On these roads,
it can happen that two agents want to change lane into the same gap. For example on
a three-lane street, one agent from the most inner lane (right in driving direction) can
change to the lane in the middle at the same time as one from the outermost lane (left in
driving direction). Because even with tlc = 3 the lane change only takes one second at
the last time step, this can not be prevented. Hence, tlc = 1 will be used in the following
simulations and agents are only allowed to change to a lane to their right (in driving direc-
tion) on even (t mod2 = 0) and to their left during uneven time steps (t mod2 6= 0). Since
this change is corrosponding to changing tlc = 2, it is to be excpected that this results in a
slightly higher traffic flow and number of lane changes as shown in [23].
Before this is considered, it is tested whether the agent wants to change the lane. If a lane
change would not allow the agent to accelerate more than on his current lane, or if the
agent currently judges the situation positive, a lane change is not initiated. To formulate
the conditions for this, first, l is defined as an index to indicate the lane of the agent and
1− l indicates the lane the agent wants to change to. The second condition can then be
written as ct+1n,l−1 > c
t+1
n,l . If the three conditions are met, the agent tests whether a lane
change is possible. A lane change is safe, if the vehicle on the targeted lane in front
xtF(1−l,n) as well as behind x
t
B(1−l,n) is further away than gsafe. Furthermore, the velocity
that corresponds to the respective safe velocity on the targeted lane ct+1n,l−1 should not be
smaller than vtn−D and the velocity of the vehicle behind the agent vtB(1−l,n)−β should
be lower than ct+1n,l−1, so that both vehicles can decelerate enough. Here β is a constant
between 0 and D which controls how strong an agent is allowed to thwart the agent behind
him for a lane change. According to [24] thwarting the agent behind for a lane change is
fine, as long as the agent behind has to decelerate not more than around −1.25 ms2 (which
is roughly the engine brake). Because of this, we use β = 1 cells
time step2
= 1.5 ms2 for the
following work. Summarized, an agent changes its lane if all of the following condition
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hold true at once:
(t mod2 = 0 & lane change to the right) or (t mod2 6= 0 & lane change to the left) (15)






n = 1 (18)
xtn− xtB(1−l(n)) > L+gsafe (19)
xtF(1−l,n))− x
t





With these rules, accident-free multi-lane traffic can be simulated. To also simulate urban
traffic, intersections have to be introduced and necessary rules have to be added to the
model.
3 Intersection design
In urban networks, more complex approaches are required to implement an intersection
design that reflects real traffic dynamics. While the traffic flow of a road mostly depends
on the speed limit and number of lanes, traffic in and in front of intersections depends on
a number of different conditions like, how many streets are crossing, if it is allowed to
turn left/right, or if pedestrians cross the street while vehicles try to turn. The high vari-
ety in designs of intersections makes their adaptation into CA-models challenging. For
this reason, simplifications have been identified, that aim to describe the traffic behaviour
in intersections without the need to restrict the design to a specific topology. The most
common example of this is found in the previously mentioned [14] and [3], where inter-
sections were replaced by an extension of every street. Vehicles are then not allowed to
enter these extensions when a vehicle is currently driving on a corresponding extension
of a crossing street. A problem of these designs is that the model presented in [3] only
works with one lane, while [14] may use multiple lanes, but each lane only allows for
one purpose (e.g. only turning left/right or going straight ahead). It is also not possible
for a vehicle to stop before the extension, if the crossing extension is occupied, because
of the maximum deceleration D = 2 in the Lee-model. Due to these limitations, a two-
dimensional intersection is presented in Fig. 1 which aims to overcome both problems.
Note that this is a rather complex example intersection to show as many functions as
possible at once. A vehicle that leaves a street simply moves according to its previous
direction through this array. When they meet a crossing point (marked with a 1 for left-
or 2 for right turning) and they desire to turn, they check whether turning is possible for
them at this cell, or if the crossing point is for a different direction (for eastbound traffic
while the agent is driving north for example). If it is desired and possible, it is tested if
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the turn can be done without forcing crossing vehicles to decelerate, according to the rule
explained in the following Sec. 4. When all conditions are met, the vehicle will move to










Figure 1 A two dimensional intersection with multiple roads connecting to it. The arrows show the func-
tions of each lane while the bigger numbers represent the x, y- coordinate of the specific cell.
The smaller numbers indicate specific turning function tc of the cell c. Cells with tc = 1 allow
vehicles to turn to their left (in driving direction), while tc = 2 does the same for the right. tc = 3
allow vehicles to turn right outside of the intersection. All other cells have the value tc = 0 which
is not shown.
The intersection in Fig. 1 shows multiple different functions of lanes in front of it. The
vehicle, which comes from the west (so east-bound traffic), have four lanes to use. The
most inner (right in driving direction) lane is a representation of a slip lane, where vehicles
can turn right without driving through the intersection (often also without a traffic light).
The next two lanes only allow for straight going traffic flow and vehicles on the last lane
have to turn left at the cell (4,3). On the other hand, the inner lane on the north-bound
traffic allows vehicles to only turn right at the cell (6,1). The west-bound vehicles can
turn either right or left depending on their route and vehicles driving south can only keep
driving south even though turning left would be possible at the cell (1,1) or (1,2) but
they both have tc = 0 so turning is forbidden there. Like this, an intersection with up to
four roads can be modelled. Agents now only need to know if they are going east, west,
north, or south. If they are going north, their next cell is in decreasing y-direction, south-
bound traffic is going in increasing y-direction and west/east going traffic is going in the
increasing/decreasing x-direction respectively.
Each intersection can now be designed with the knowledge of the number of lanes ndin
coming from d ∈ [e,w,n,s] (east, west, north or south) as well as the number of lanes
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Table 1 (x , y) coordinates of the cells where each direction connects with the intersection.
• ingoing roads outgoing roads
east (0 , y) (xmax , y+ re)
west (0 , ymax− y) (xmax , ymax− (y+ rw))
north (xmax− y , 0) (xmax− (y+ rn) , ymax)
south (y , ymax) (y+ rs , 0)
leaving in each direction ndout in three steps. Note that slip lanes are not counted here.








First, the higher number of lanes from north- and south-bound traffic, which lead into
the intersection or out of it, is found. Depending on the higher number of lanes, the
intersection is expanded. The parameter rd counts the number of lanes of ingoing roads,
which are no slip lanes, from which agents are only allowed to turn right. An example of
this is the first lane on the ingoing road for north-bound traffic. Because agents are only
allowed to turn right from the first lane, the outgoing lanes have to start one cell earlier
(so with a lower x coordinate). This leads to a larger array, even though the ingoing and
outgoing roads for north-bound traffic both only have two lanes. Finally, 3 additional
cells in length are added. One cell is placed between the two opposite going directions
(in this case the cells with an x-coordinate of 3), one at the beginning (x-coordinate of 0)
and one at the end (x-coordinate of 6). The central cells are used to physically separate
the opposite going flows. The additional cells at the beginning and end of the array are
implemented because in reality most of the times there are also pedestrians crossings
between the stopping point for vehicles and the intersection. In the same way, the y-








In the second step, the last cell of each lane y of an ingoing or outgoing road will be
connected to the respective cell in the intersection array. In Tab. 1 the (x , y) coordinates
of each cell for ingoing and outgoing roads in each direction is defined, in dependence
on the previous calculated values (xmax , ymax) and the current y-coordinate of the lane.
Because slip lanes are still not taken into account here, we only count from the first lane
leading into the intersection.
Finally, in the third step, the tc values for turning points have to be identified. For that,
the purposes of each lane in front of an intersection (e.g does it allow turning in one or
multiple directions and if yes in which) has to be specified as a characteristic of the lane.
Then the tc of the last cell of every slip lane is changed to 3. To calculate the left- and
right-turning cells within the intersection, for each direction d the maximal number of
lanes, from which a turn right tdr,max or left t
d
l,max is allowed, has to be identified. On a
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Table 2 (x , y) coordinates (written in vector notation) of the turning cells for left turning and right turning
in dependence of the original driving direction.

































































ymax− (tsr + rw)
)
road where multiple lanes allow turning into the same direction, each lane gets a number
depending on its order in the driving direction, where we assign a 1 to the most inner
(right) lane and the maximum occurring value to the outermost (left) lane respectively.
For example, we consider a road that has three lanes from which agents are allowed to
turn left. The most inner lane of these left turning lanes corresponds to tdl = 1 while
the next one is tdl = 2 and the last one t
d
l = 3. The (x , y)-coordinates for each turning
position can then be calculated according to Tab. 2. Because of the rather complex form






how vehicles move through an intersection, in the next section, the rules for the behaviour
of agents will be defined, so that they move without accidents and according to empirical
values.
In an additional step, the last cell of all slip lanes are connected to the first cell of the
respective outgoing road to their right and the tc value is changed to 3.
4 Intersection behaviour
Before the characteristic traffic behaviour within intersections is described, we model the
traffic in front of it. It should be noted that traffic in urban areas, in general, is slower than
on highways. For highway traffic, the Lee-model is implemented with a standard value
of vmax = 20 cellstime step ≈ 100
km
h while in urban areas vmax ≈ 10
cells
time step ≈ 50
km
h is more
appropriate and will be used throughout the rest of this work.
4.1 Behaviour in front of traffic lights
To avoid accidents in front of a traffic light, the situation assessment of agents has to be
modified first. Agents close to a traffic light T tS,y on their street S and lane y, which is red
(T tS,y = R) or yellow (T
t
S,y = Y ) in this time step, should not judge a situation optimistic.
In these cases, it is to be expected that the vehicles in front on their lane y will stop
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soon. As long as the traffic light is not green (T tS,y 6= G), the vehicle should judge the
situation defensively γ tn = 1. This only applies if a vehicle is close enough to a red light
to see it. According to [13] a driver only considers a temporal headway h to judge the
situation. The agent will only consider the vehicle in front if the distance to the respective
vehicle is smaller than the distance it will pass in the next h seconds, based on its current
speed. Because most traffic lights are not only fixed to the side of the road but also
raised above the height of a normal vehicle, agents are able to perceive red traffic lights
which are further away. A traffic light is taken into account as long as the agent needs
less than 2 · h time steps to reach it. As pointed out in [13], this temporal headway is
judged to be 6 ≤ h ≤ 11 s depending on the velocity of the vehicle, the driver type, and
the surrounding situation. Because vision is usually strongly restricted in urban areas, we
consider the most limited case of h = 6 s which means only traffic lights with a distance





0, for (btn+2 = 0 or (T
t
S,y 6= G and dtn,tl ≤ dtn,tl)) and
(vtn ≤ vtn+1 < vtn+2 or (v2n+2 ≥ vSmax−1 and vtn− vtn+1 ≤ D))
1, else
(25)
Next, it has to be ensured that the vehicle is able to stop before the traffic light if necessary.
For that, it is not enough to check the n+1st vehicle and keep a safe distance to it because
the vehicle ahead could still be able to pass the traffic light while the nth agent has to
stop. Instead, the brake distance also has to be calculated. As stated in [25] the stopping
distance δ (ct+1n ) for a discrete system can be calculated according to







with αn,βn defined as the integer and fractional part of ct+1n
/
D . If this stopping distance
together with the position the vehicle will have in the next time step xt+1n is greater than
the length LS of the street S the vehicle is currently driving, the vehicle would not be able
to stop before it reaches the red light from the next time step on:
δ (vn)+ xt+1n > LS (27)







2, if xt+1n ≤ LS−2
1, else
(29)
so that the agent drives up to LS and stops there. If the traffic light is not red but yellow
and Eq. 27 does not hold true, the vehicle keeps driving without braking. When the traffic
light is green, the agent can drive freely without additional restraints. In this case, [14]
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showed that the average vehicle should pass a traffic light tB = 2± 0.5 s (time require-
ment) after the previous vehicle. In [26] Krbálek et al. presented empirical data for the
time requirement (clearance time) of multi-lane traffic with no influence from other cars
moving in different lanes or arms. There, they observed a time requirement of around
1.6± 0.6 s. To be able to replicate both these values, the model will aim to produce a
value tB ∈ [1.5,2.2] s. In fact, because urban traffic is often dominated by traffic light
controlled intersections, the reproduction of this time requirement takes priority over the
highway traffic jam values. It was found, that the outflow of a jam is on average around
Fout ≈ 1800vehiclesh [27] and a jam propagates with a velocity around vjam ≈ − 15
km
h
[28,29] against the traffic flow. To calibrate the traffic in such a way, p0, pd and vslow have
to be adjusted accordingly. It usually takes around δ t ≈ 3− 4 [30] seconds before this
time requirement is fulfilled. As stated in [1], this δ t can be calculated according to:
δ t = ∆t−n∆ttB (30)
Here, n∆t denotes the number of agents which pass the traffic light within ∆t. To calculate
δ t in dependence of p0, pd, and vslow traffic flow interrupted by a traffic light was simu-
lated. In this simulation, it was ensured that the number of vehicles queuing in front of
the traffic light is always higher than the number of vehicles that pass it during one green
phase.
Note that in case of periodic boundary conditions (as used for free flow simulations) the
traffic light would result in a high density of vehicles before the traffic light. This, in turn,
would result in a very low density behind the traffic light which would reduce the inflow
into the traffic jam before the traffic light after a few circles. Due to this, simulations in
this work that include traffic lights were done with open boundary conditions. There, the
traffic inflow was set to a value significantly greater than the capacity of the traffic light
and vehicles that passed the traffic light or intersection were taken out of the system after
it is ensured that they are not relevant for the vehicle-vehicle interaction in or before the
intersection.
For each vehicle, we then calculated the required time tB it needs to pass the traffic light
after the vehicle in front of it has already passed it. We obtain ten million time values
by running a simulation for 100 hours, corresponding to 360,000 time steps. This re-
sults in significant average values for δ t as shown in Fig. 2. It becomes apparent that δ t
is always greater than 4 time steps, independent of the choice of p0, pd,vslow. This can
be explained by the empirical findings presented in [31]. The authors found that drivers
do not always start driving after the vehicle in front accelerated but sometimes they ac-
celerate at the same time as the vehicle in front (or even before them and topping again
afterwards). Here, the driver close to the front of the queue tends to rather react to the
traffic light change than to the vehicle in front. This results in a shorter acceleration time
and has to be taken into account in this model. In real intersection traffic, a vehicle that
accelerates earlier than the preceding vehicle (because it is dawdling) can simply stop
again after a few centimetres. Because of the discretization of time and space, this is not
possible within simulations and each vehicle can only accelerate after the vehicle ahead
started. Since taking this into account would require an unreasonably fine discretization
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of space, this is not feasible with the priority of computational speed and instead the
maximal acceleration a has to be increased temporarily in urban traffic.
1 3 5












Figure 2 The time it takes for traffic flow to become stable after the traffic light turns green δ t. The three
figures correspond to the different vslow 1,2, and 3. For each vslow p0 and pd were changed in
different simulation runs. Note that it was ensured that p0 > pd allways holds true.
In [19] Kerner et. al. faced the same problem and also concluded that a has to be tempo-
rally increased. In accordance with their work, an additional step will be added each time
step to calculate the acceleration as following:
at+1n =
{
k ·a, if vtn+1− vtn +atn+1τ ≥ ∆va
a, else
(31)
Here, k, τ, ∆va are parameters that have to be calibrated. The parameter k defines how
many times faster the agent is allowed to accelerate. A greater τ considers longer times
the agent in front accelerated before agent n and ∆va is a safety parameter. This means that
to reproduce the two empirical values δ t ≈ 3− 4 s and tB ∈ [1.5,2.2] s, six parameters
k, τ, ∆va, p0, pd, vslow have to be defined. This can be reduced by [31], where the
authors find an empirical maximal acceleration in front of a traffic light at around 6milesh·s ≈
2,7 ms2 ≈ 2
cells
time step so that k = ∆va = 2
cells
time step can be applied in accordance with empirical
findings. The increased a is supposed to reproduce faster reaction times and τ > 1 would
be relevant if the agent dawdled the time step instead of reacting fast. Together with the
fact that there are more parameters to calibrate than empirical values that can be used to
estimate them by empirical fits (which means there is a freedom of choice), we use τ = 1,
so that only agents that drive directly behind the vehicle ahead are effected. To calibrate















































































Figure 3 Different δ t, tB, vjam, Fout in dependence of p0, pd for the two different vslow = 3 and vslow = 5
in figure a) - d) respectively.
the model in such a way that the four values tB, ∆t, vjam, and Fout are in accordance with
empirical findings, 100 hours (or 360000 time steps) where calculated in a simulation for
each set of parameters (p0, pd, vslow). In this simulation, a street is interrupted by a traffic
light (with G = 30, Y = 5, R = 65 time steps) and the traffic flow was set high enough
so that the traffic is permanently in over-saturated flow [1]. In each simulation for every
agent that passed the green light, the time step in which it passed the traffic light was
noted. From the time step difference and the knowledge, when a traffic light turns green
and red, tB can be calculated. Furthermore, the number of cars that pass in each green
phase can be counted and δ t calculated based on these two values. The corresponding
results are displayed in Fig. 3 a) and c). To create b) and d) in Fig. 3 vehicles were
simulated, driving within a 15 km long circle for 60,000 time steps with a set density.
This simulation was repeated using different densities and the average velocity for all
vehicles in the system was taken in the second half. Out of the density and velocity,
the fundamental diagram was reproduced. The value for vjam can then be obtained by
calculating the average gradient of the fundamental diagram in the jammed traffic phase.
Retracting the graph with this gradient up to the point of the highest flow results in the
value for Fout.
As we can see, the values for tB, vjam, Fout follow the expected curve, where higher
p0, pd result in lower vjam, Fout or higher tB. δ t also increases with higher p0 as it is
to be expected because a higher probability to dawdle, if a vehicle stands still, means it
takes longer for a sufficient number of vehicles to start so that the flow gets stable. This
also means that vehicles that already started to drive do not have as much influence on δ t
because if the vehicle n− 1 behind the agent n dawdled (i. e. does not start) it does not
matter whether agent n dallies or not. It only matters, if n− 1 does not dally. This can
also been seen in Fig. 3 a) where δ t does not depend on pd . All values for δ t and tB are
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within the empirically found intervals, while they vary strongly for Fout and vjam where
no combination of values satisfies both perfectly. For p0 = 0.34, pd = 0.14,vslow = 5
we found vjam ≈ −15.5 kmh and Fout ≈ 1770
vehicles
h , such that both values are in good
agreement with the empirical values. They are even closer than in the original configura-
tion of the Lee-model where p0 = 0.32, pd = 0.11, vslow = 5 are used, which resulted in
vjam ≈ −14 kmh and Fout = 1900
vehicles
h [23]. tB = 2.23±0.04 s and δ t = 3.7±0.1 s are
(including their error) also in accordance with the empirical found values of tB ∈ [1.5,2.2]
and δ t = 3−4 seconds. [26] not only presented a mean empirical value for the time re-
quirement but also a distribution of the scaled time requirement. Due to the discretization
of time into 1 s intervals, the model is only able to reproduce time requirement values of
1,2, or 3 s and so can not recreate the distribution realistically but only the mean value.
Looking at tB one can note that we choose values for p0, pd , and vslow which correspond
to the upper limit of the empirical values of tB. Since lower values of p0, pd , and vslow
also reflect realistic values of tB, it would be conceivable to choose these values according
to a distribution. Every vehicle which is placed into the system would then receive a cer-
tain value in the first time step according to these distributions with a certain probability.
The influence of different distributions on the vehicular traffic and the required time value
at traffic lights will be studied in a future work.
The additional values for gsafe, tsafe also have to be calibrated. tsafe controls how many
seconds ahead in the calculation of ct+1n are considered. A higher value of tsafe results
in safer driving but also in greater distances between the vehicles in free flow and so in
higher car following times. Because the car following times should remain below one
second in free flow [32], tsafe = 3 is kept in accordance with the Lee-model. In [23] the
influence of gsafe was analysed and it was shown that a higher value reduces the influence
of dawdling and wrong driver behaviour. This results in a more stable synchronized traffic
phase, but also reduces the maximal possible traffic flow.
The influence and existence of the synchronized traffic phase for urban traffic were ana-
lyzed in [1]. It was shown that the synchronized phase is still important in urban traffic
in the case of green waves (when the traffic light at the next traffic light is set in such a
way that it is green when a vehicle arrives). In these cases, it can happen that the first
vehicle is within the interaction range of the next traffic light before it turns green. Then
it still has to decelerate for several time steps before the traffic light turns green. This
creates a local transition from free flow into the synchronized flow. The moment a traffic
light turns green and the vehicle starts to drive again, the traffic phase changes from wide
moving jam to free flow (J→ F) without a transition into the synchronized phase. This
means that neither gsafe nor tsafe have a significant influence on δ t and tB. Because of this,
gsafe = 4 can also be retained.
Lastly, agents should only be allowed to drive into intersections when they would leave
from the right lane. As shown in figure Fig. 1, different lanes in front of intersections
can have different functions and so agents have to enter the intersection from the correct
lane in accordance with their intention in the intersection (left / right turning or driving
straight). If the agent leaves from the wrong lane, it has to be prevented just like with a
red light by rules Eq. 26 - Eq. 28. Furthermore, it has to be ensured that the agent also
changes to the correct lane, at best before he reaches the intersection and has to brake.
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This will be ensured by additional lane changing rules.
4.1.1 Lane changes before traffic lights
The agents should aim to be on the correct lane so that they can pass into the intersection
without braking when the traffic light is green. This means that once the traffic light comes
into vision (120 cells) the rules to check if the agent wants to change lanes (equations
Eq. 16 and Eq. 17) will be replaced by a check whether the agent is on the correct lane
and/or if the lane change would be in the direction of the right lane. To this extent, each
lane gets one or multiple purposes selected from either straight, left or right and every
agent is assigned a route which contains one of these functions for the specific street.
Then, the agent can turn into the direction he intends to by making use of the order of the
roads. To get towards right-turning lanes, one always has to do lane changes towards a
more inner lane (to their right in driving direction) and to get towards left turning lanes
they have to do a lane change towards a more outer lane (to their left in driving direction).
To get to a straight going lane, the agent has to change towards a more outer lane if he is
on a right turning lane and towards a more inner lane if he is on a left turning lane. In [33]
driver change lanes more aggressively in front of intersections to still get to their desired
lanes. This means that if equations Eq. 19 - Eq. 20 do not hold true but







n > L & v
t
n−2 < vtF(1−l(n)) (33)
does, the agent still changes the lane. Furthermore, β in Eq. 22 is changed to 2, to allow
the agent to slow down the following vehicle stronger.
With this, the agent will change to the right lane before leaving the street if possible and
if not hold. In reality, it is often observed that drivers who can not change to the correct
lane in front of a traffic light do not hold at the holding line but earlier. We implement
this empirical observation in our model by the vehicles that can not change to the correct
lane starting to brake from the next time step on until the vehicle stops. Then, the agent
does not accelerate until the lane was changed. Furthermore, in [34] it is described that
drivers in the targeted lane can act with a so-called ”courtesy”, which means that they will
actively change their driving behaviour in order to create a gap in front of them, in which
the agent who intends to change lane can merge. To this end, we introduce a turning
signal. As long as the turning signal Btn = 1 is active, the agent brakes and informs the
subsequently following agent nB(1−l(n))−1 on the targeted lane, which is more than L cells
on its targeted lane behind. This agent can then decide, based on the velocity difference
to agent n and the driving behaviour, to decelerate to create a gap. If the agent is currently
standing still (waiting in queue) it is also possible for the agent not to accelerate when the
leading vehicle started, to let the agent n merge in front. For all following simulations
in this paper, all agents will make use of this courtesy. In future simulations, only parts
of agents could make use of it while others don’t allow agents to merge before them. By
drawing such exceptions from a suitable probability distribution one could test the impact
of partial courtesy on traffic flow and travel time.
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With this, vehicles going straight through an intersection without turning can now be fully
simulated but for agents who attempt to turn, additional rules have to be defined.
4.2 Turning rules
For vehicles that want to turn, two points have to be considered. First, in reality, vehicles
that are turning or will turn soon drive slower than vehicles that just keep driving straight.
With lower speed, the drivers can better react to intercepting traffic and pedestrians that
are also crossing the street. It also makes driving more comfortable because turning with
higher speed results in higher forces affecting all passengers. Furthermore, drivers who
intend to turn left have to ensure that they do not interrupt crossing traffic. In the study of
Li et al. [2] left turning traffic in an intersection with an arrow traffic signal was analyzed.
There it was shown that even when there is no other interaction (no pedestrians or cross-
ing traffic) turning vehicles on average only drive at most vmax,turner ≈ 40 kmh ≈ 7
Cells
time steps .
In case of crossing pedestrians, this can even go down to 20 kmh ≈ 3
Cells
time steps depending
on the density of crossing pedestrians. Because pedestrians will not be simulated indi-
vidually and left turning with a normal (non-arrow) traffic signal should also be included
in the model, we will choose a value closer to the minimum value. The empirical time
requirement value for turning traffic was calculated in [31] and found to be significantly
higher than for straight going traffic. The final vmax,turner will be calculated later after the
rules for turning were introduced. Then the model will be calibrated in such a way that
the required time is about 1.3 seconds higher than for straight going traffic, in accordance
with the empirical findings from [31]. The decreased maximal velocity increases the time
requirement tB to approximate 3.01 time-steps.
Next, the turning agent n has to test if turning without disturbing the traffic flow it would
cross is possible. For that, the next agent n∗ that is still in front of the cell where the agent
n would cross its path has to be identified. The equation
∆xn∗(∆tn)< ˜dn∗+gsafe (34)
has to stay true for the respective agent. ∆xn∗(∆tn) is the expected distance the vehicle n∗
passes in the time ∆tn, the agent n needs to reach the turning point and ˜dn∗ is the current
number of cells the agent n∗ is away from the intersection cell. If Eq. 34 is true, the agent
n∗ is expected to be still before the intersection cell when the turning agent n arrives.
Otherwise, the agent will have already passed the cell and the next agent behind n∗− 1
will be tested until the first agent ñ∗ for which Eq. 34 is true is identified or no other agent
is within interaction range.
It has to be noted that ctñ∗ will be used to anticipate acceleration or deceleration of the
agent for the calculation of ∆xñ∗(∆tn). In the real world, the turning driver observes the
traffic flow the vehicle would cross while driving up to the turning point, so the driver has
gathered past information about its behaviour. The driver then, for example, could notice
that the vehicles are all decelerating which would imply that the traffic light turned yellow
or even red and then could use this information to judge the situation. The simulation
model is a Markov process of the first order, which means that to calculate the next time
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step and ∆xñ∗(∆tn) only the current situation is considered and so ctñ∗ reflects necessary
information for the agent n to make a realistic judgement of the situation in real-time. To
prevent the agent from being all-knowing it is only checked if ctñ∗ > v
t
ñ∗ where ∆xñ∗(∆tn)




ñ∗ where it is
calculated expecting that the agent will decelerate to 0.
If no agent ñ∗ can be identified, then agent n is expected to be able to turn freely and the
agents drive accordingly. Else it has to be tested, if agent ñ∗ would have to decelerate
because of the agent n. Agent n is only allowed to turn if
d̃ñ∗ > ∆xñ∗(∆tn)+gsafe +∆xsafe(t+)+∆xL(τ̃) (35)
is true. Else the agent has to stop before reaching the intersection cell in accordance with




e is the number of time steps the agent n needs to finish
the turning manoeuvre and leave the cell where he crosses the flow. It depends on the
anticipated velocity of agent n at the time step it probably reaches the intersection cell t̃.
In this time the agent ñ∗ will cross the distance ∆xL(τ̃). Because multiple of these values
can only be guessed with more or less high accuracy, the agent ñ∗ has to be placed an
additional distance ∆xsafe(t+) away from the crossing point, depending on his speed. For
t+ ≥ 3 no accidents or forced deceleration occur, which is in accordance with the 3 s time
differents in [17]. In case of multiple lanes the agent n has to cross, one agent ñ∗ has do
be identified for each of these lanes and Eq. 35 has to be true for each of them.
This restriction now increases the required time value depending on the crossing flow. In
[31] it was found that the required time value should increase about 1.3 seconds for a
low crossing flow but it also fluctuates highly. To test the influence of crossing flow on
the required time value, an intersection where a left turning lane crosses straight going
traffic is simulated. Then multiple simulations were run, where the traffic flow on the
turning lane is higher than can pass the traffic light, while each time the traffic flow of the
crossing traffic is increased. Each simulation runs for 360,000 time steps (100 hours) and
the average required time value, as well as its standard derivation, are shown in Fig. 4.
One can see the significant increase in the required time value even for low and a higher
fluctuation for higher crossing flows. The required time value more than doubles for a
crossing flow greater than 400 vehiclesh , which directly translates to fewer vehicles passing
the traffic light within the same time frame. For very high crossing traffic flows only
the first turning vehicle —which enters the intersection and waits for an opportunity to
cross turn— can pass the intersection within one green phase. To prevent such little
flows in city traffic, most larger intersections have separate turning cycles where only the
two left-turning flows are allowed to drive (often with arrow traffic lights). For smaller
intersections without left turning only lanes, the two opposite streets often do not have
the same green cycle. There, one of the two lanes gets green for a few seconds to allow
turning first. Then both simultaneously have a green phase for some time and at the end
the other street has additional green time to allow turning.
Lastly for right turning traffic which is changing lanes over slip lanes, Eq. 35 has to be
slightly adapted. Slip lanes allow traffic to turn right without driving through the intersec-
tions. The last section of the lane is separated by other lanes of the street and it is often













Figure 4 Required time value in dependency of the incoming crossing flow.
not controlled by traffic lights or only has simplified yellow-red phased ones. Instead, the
vehicle have to ensure that they only leave their lane when they are not disturbing the on-
going traffic flow they want to merge with. To prevent a distribution of the ongoing flow,
the vehicles are only allowed to merge if they do not force following vehicles to actively
brake. To ensure this, an additional distance ∆xv(vdiff) has to be added. This extension
depends on the expected velocity difference of the agent n∗ that intends to merge and the






























































0, for vτ̃n∗−1 ≤ vτ̃n∗
(37)
equation Eq. 35 changes to
d̃ñ∗ > ∆xñ∗(∆tn)+gsafe +∆xsafe(t+)+∆xL(τ̃)+∆xv(vdiff) . (38)
This has to be checked for all traffic the agent might merge with straight going, crossing,
or left turning opposite flow.
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If Eq. 38 is also checked for the traffic flow left-turning agents want to merge with and if
Eq. 35 is checked for the crossing flow of straight going vehicles, then intersections can
be simulated without traffic lights. In such a scenario, instead of traffic light checks, it
has to be tested whether the vehicle is allowed to interrupt all crossing flows (e.g. with
respect to agents having to give way to other agents to their right or priority assignments
of some lanes). Furthermore, without traffic lights to separate traffic and pedestrian flows,
the influence of pedestrian crossing the streets has to be considered [9].
With these additional rules, agents driving through an intersection can be fully simu-
lated in accordance with empirical data. Due to general limitations of cellular automata
simulations of agents, problems can arise where no agent can move any more, so-called
”deadlocks”. The following section will explain where deadlocks can occur and how to
prevent them.
5 Deadlock prevention
There are three possible deadlock situations within the proposed model. First, there are
left-turning vehicles, interrupting each other and thus stopping traffic in this intersection
completely. Secondly, traffic jams in front of an intersection that extend into the preceding
intersection and prevent other traffic flows from passing through it. Lastly, the third sit-
uation results from synchronized left-turning behaviour of multiple agents in a relatively
small area of multiple intersections.
The first deadlock situation is the easiest to understand and fix. When two agents with
opposite flow directions would want to turn in an intersection, they each prevent the other
one from turning by stopping within the crossing cell. In most intersections in real urban
traffic, two left-turning vehicles of opposite flows turn in front of each other instead of
behind or next to them, like in the model. To simulate this, the agents will act as if they
pass behind each other, even though they are not. Effectively this means that they ignore
other left-turning agents of the opposite flow while calculating if they can pass and while
crossing.
The second deadlock is a specific problem of urban traffic where the length of streets be-
tween two intersections is often very short, sometimes even only 100 to 200 m. A street
length of 150 m means that only around 20 vehicles (with an average occupation space of
7.5 m in a jam [12]) can queue in front of an intersection before the next vehicle will stop
within the following intersection. To prevent a queue from one traffic light to interrupt
traffic in the previous one, agents are only allowed to drive into the intersection when it
is to be expected that they can leave it. If there is an agent n+2 (predecessor of the pre-
decessor of agent n) within the interaction range of agent n and all three Eq. 39-Eq. 41 is
true, then it is expected that the agent n+1 will also brake and stop shortly after leaving
the intersection. This, in turn, creates a high risk of the agent n coming to a stop within the
intersection, which is to be prevented. So agent n is only allowed to enter the intersection
if one or more of these equations is not true or if no agent n+2 is within the interaction
range. Agent n+ 2 is considered here instead of n+ 1 because agent n has to decelerate
ahead of time to be able to stop before entering the intersection. This is not assured if
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only the (n+1) st agent is considered. In equation form, this means that agents are only




an+2 = 1 (40)
vn+2 < vfast (41)
The last deadlock situation is visualized in Fig. 5. It becomes apparent that no vehicle can
move because the first vehicle in every queue is an agent that intends to turn left but is
not able to because they would have to stop in the intersection. This is forbidden because
of the previous deadlock situation. Because the same holds true for all four intersections
no vehicle can move anymore. In reality, the drivers would simply change their direction
and drive straight or right to get to their intended destination over a slightly different
route. Agents, on the other hand, would wait an infinite amount of time for a space in the
queue to free themselves. This deadlock situation will be solved in the same way as in
[14], where the vehicle that stands in front of a green traffic light but does not move for a
long time is simply removed. This can be done because, as shown in [14] this deadlock
situation happens rarely enough that removing single agents does not significantly affect
the statistics. For this reason, agents that stand still more than two green phases are
removed from the simulation.
Figure 5 Deadlock situation three: One can see four intersections where in every intersection the first
vehicle wants to turn left but can’t because he then would have to stop in the intersection.
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6 Conclusion
This paper proposes a model to simulate the behaviour of drivers before and through
an intersection in accordance with empirical data while also incorporating realistic car
following times tB, jam propagation velocity vjam, and traffic outflow from a jam Fout.
The Lee et. al. model [18] was chosen as a basis for the proposed intersection model.
Most intersection models use an intersection area that can’t be entered if opposite flows
have entered their respective intersection area to recreate traffic crossing. Because of
the finite deceleration implemented in the Lee-model and the inability of these models
to simulate multiple lanes with multiple purposes (left-/right-turning or going straight
ahead), a new design for intersections is introduced. Afterwards, additional rules based
on the Lee-model were defined so that the agents could pass through these newly designed
intersections accident-free and in accordance with empirical traffic data.
In future works, based on the intersection model, urban networks will be created and
different behaviour based influences will be tested. For example, a driver who never
grants the curtsey of decelerating to make space for a lane changer or always judge their
situation pessimistically (never drive closer than the minimum safety distance) could be
implemented and their impact on the traffic flow analysed. Furthermore, p0, pd and vslow
will be chosen in a certain interval according to different distributions and the influence
of these distributions will be analysed.
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